
Advisor Resource Center
The Advisor Resource Center (ARC) is your one-stop 

source for new retirement-related information, 

including client-facing fiduciary training and tools to 

help you differentiate and scale your practice. Curated 

by Pension Resource Institute’s (PRI) team of former 

regulators and practicing ERISA lawyers, ARC features 

everything you need to know to keep you and your 

clients ahead of the curve.

ARC is constantly updated to deliver a library of 

practice management materials for registered 

representatives and investment advisors, regardless 

of where you are in the life cycle of building a 

retirement-centric business.

Best-in-class value adds, industry whitepapers, and 

PRI’s proprietary advisor resources provide you with an 

arsenal of tools for prospecting and strengthening your 

relationships with existing clients. 

G-MAP
G-MAP, short for Governance-Model Administrative 

Procedures, empowers advisors to cover one of the 

hottest issues facing retirement plans today: effective 

and scalable plan governance.

The centerpiece of G-MAP is a 10-step web-based 

roadmap that covers three modules central to plan 

operation: service providers, investments, and plan 

 

administration. A fourth module on plan governance 

and documentation addresses topics such as effective 

committee structures, consistent and repeatable 

decision-making, and document retention.

Each module contains a collection of standalone, 

client-facing resources, including educational literature, 

worksheets, and instructional videos. These materials, 

which are designed to manage risk and save you - and 

your clients - value time, will help you deliver actionable 

education to plan sponsors.

G-MAP+
G-MAP+, a cloud-based plan governance wizard and 

document vault, delivers maximum scale and 

efficiencies by providing you and your clients with 

step-by-step guidance, model process, and 

connectivity to other service providers. You can 

upload information directly through the advisor 

portal or request documents from third parties, 

including TPAs and providers, and guide your clients 

through a prudent review process. 

Your clients can enter notes and documentation via 

their own secure portal to support and document 

well-informed decisions. 

These are challenging times for plan sponsors and 

the advisors who serve them, but with PRI’s tools and 

services, advisors can position themselves to thrive.

Integrating securities and ERISA compliance, PRI works with 

broker-dealers and investment advisors to develop and maintain 

competitive and compliant retirement plan services.
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Regulatory scrutiny and litigation aimed at plan sponsors are driving 

demand for holistic-minded advisors and consultants who can assist with 

all aspects of plan governance. Helping to select and monitor plan 

investments may no longer be sufficient as your sole value proposition.

Get Ready: Your retirement plan business
is about to undergo a seismic shift.
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